Figure 1: A shows a traditional map with a fixed legend. B shows the same map in the gaze-adaptive system. Only symbols that are currently focused (fixation) are rendered with full opacity. If the user focuses on a different part of the map C the legend adapts accordingly. In D the user focuses the legend that only shows symbols that were fixated just recently (see the blue dashed line around the fixation in C ).
INTRODUCTION
Information visualizations represent large amounts of data in a visual and meaningful way to make complex problems more understandable [Ware 2012 ]. Maps in particular are scaled abstractions of reality that feature spatial relations between locations and attributes to visualize spacial problems [Slocum et al. 2009] . Information is encoded by using a particular symbology which requires explanation of the meaning of these symbols to the map user. Traditionally, on print maps, legends serve this purpose by decoding the (possibly extensive) symbology. However, as they are most often placed at the edge of the map [Cybulski 2016 ], the user is required to switch focus from the map to the legend when looking up the meaning of a symbol. Returning from the legend, users have to search the position on the map they were interested in before switching gaze to the legend [Netzel et al. 2017] . Furthermore, when encountering a legend with many (potentially similar) symbols, users may become uncertain which symbol they had started looking for.
Modern digital maps, unlike their printed counterparts, allow the user to interact with a map. Besides navigating, some online maps abandon legends in favor of clicking unknown symbols to reveal their meaning. However, this popup-like approach might not only occlude other information on the map the user wants to see, but it may also be only able to show information about a few symbols at a time. When the task requires comparison between several symbols, considerable interaction may be needed to unveil all the necessary information. In such cases a legend that explains more than one object is necessary to fully understand the situation explained in the map. For instance, thematic maps such as heatmaps or choropleth maps need a look-up table explaining its symbology. Those maps often depict complex matters, for instance the economic situation of a particular country or the effect of climate change (see Figure 2) .
Another property of digital maps is that the position of the legend is not necessarily fixed. Some digital maps allow manual adjustment of a legend's placement, e.g., so as to move it closer to the symbology it explains (see Figure 3) . However, this requires input that is not necessarily related to the user's primary task and thus can interrupt workflow.
Besides its position, the design and content of a legend can also be adapted to improve a digital map's usability. Studies have shown that careful legend design [Qin and Li 2017] , rearrangement of symbols [Gołębiowska 2015] or filtering only task-relevant symbols [Dykes et al. 2010 ] can help to reduce cognitive load thus facilitating better understanding of the map. Table Of Contents", Esri ArcMap, http://desktop.arcgis.com/arcmap/).
An intelligent map system should automatically adapt legend placement as well as legend content to the user's needs. Gaze has been shown to be an effective predictor of the user's activity on a cartographic map [Kiefer et al. 2013] . Furthermore, as both map and legend reading are visual tasks and we usually look at an object we are interested in, a gaze-based approach can contribute to finding relevant objects on a map and adapting the legend without the need for further interaction [Bednarik et al. 2012; Jacob 1990; Weilltessier and Turner 2016] . This is especially interesting when using large screens or multi-monitor setups. In addition, using gaze is beneficial in scenarios where a user is involved in parallel tasks, such as typing in data or measuring distances or the use of other input modalities is limited such as with large public screens.
In this paper, we investigate the use of gaze for adapting both a legend's content and placement for more convenient map interaction (see Figure 1) . We posit that this may allow for more complex and more usable maps in various application contexts. Furthermore, as extensive legends are not only needed to understand complex maps but also professional diagrams, such as wiring diagrams, assembly drawing, flight charts, or cadastral maps (see Figure 4) , Figure 4 : A map extent showing a utilities registry that needs a legend to describe symbology. In this case a five A4 page legend (source: https://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/ted/de/index/geoz/ geodaten_u_plaene/leitungskataster.html). our approach targets a much larger class of use cases than only cartographic maps. Our contributions include:
• gaze-based adaptive approaches for interaction with digital legends on maps, • a comparison of the usability of our gaze-based legend adaptation approaches with a baseline (experiment with 18 participants), and • recommendations for interaction design of gaze-based adaptive legends.
The following section briefly summarizes related work before our gaze-based legend adaptation approach is introduced. We then report on our user study and its results. We show that, indeed, adapting the legend content was preferred by users, however adapting legend placement requires more training.
RELATED WORK
Our eye gaze carries valuable information about our focus of visual attention [Just and Carpenter 1976] and points to the objects we are interested in [Land et al. 1999] . Correspondingly, eye tracking has been investigated as an input modality for quite some time now [Ware and Mikaelian 1986] . For instance, Bolt [1981] described a gaze-controlled video system that showed up to 15 streams at once. Gaze was used for helping the observer to cope with this amount of data by enlarging the video streams that were currently looked at and providing the corresponding audio feed. For other examples of gaze-based interaction, see Duchowski [2017] . In general, we can distinguish gaze-based interfaces in terms of how gaze data is interpreted yielding either explicit or implicit interaction. Explicit means the current point of regard is used for pointing much like a mouse pointer in conventional WIMP (Windows Icons Menu Pointer) user interfaces. Utilizing gaze allows, for instance, to keep the hand free for a secondary task [Göbel et al. 2013] . Often in this scenario selecting a target is also required. One common method for simulating a click is to use a dwell-time based approach where fixating a target for a certain amount of time triggers its selection. This approach is typically used to circumvent the Midas Touch problem [Jacob 1990 ]. However, dwell time introduces lag that decreases efficiency of the interface [Best and Duchowski 2016] . Alternative approaches involve the use of gestures such as blinking or usage of specific gaze patterns [Møllenbach et al. 2010; Wobbrock et al. 2008] .
More recently, gaze has been utilized for implicit interaction to control a user interface in a more subtle way [Duchowski 2002; Majaranta et al. 2011; Shell et al. 2003 ]. Instead of using the current point of regard to identify the object of interest, implicit methods also consider how gaze behavior changes over time. Besides not requiring the user to perform any special trigger action, tracking inaccuracies are generally less impactful in implicit interaction. Analyzing gaze behavior for example helps to determine when, how, and in which way to adapt an interface [Göbel et al. 2016] . In terms of an intelligent legend interface this is important to unobtrusively determine the symbols a user might be interested in to provide better legend adaptation.
One system that uses this knowledge is a sketching application by Chao et al. that allows to determine which strokes belong together, which would not be possible just by analyzing the drawing itself [Chao et al. 2017] . Furthermore, Jalaliniya and Mardanbegi introduced EyeGrip, an approach that analyzes natural gaze behavior allowing a user to select an object within an interface with scrolling content [Jalaliniya and Mardanbegi 2016] . Besides target selection, implicit interaction can also be used to detect the context of the user. For example iDict tracks the user's gaze while reading to provide translations of certain words, whenever the system detects the user encounters difficulties [Hyrskykari et al. 2000] . Yu et al. [2013] followed a similar approach by automatically creating bookmarks based on gaze patterns from the user's reading history to make it easier to find important paragraphs in text and to read on when interrupted. Recently in the field of geographic information systems (GIS), gaze data was used for pre-caching geo data depending on the map position a user was looking at [Bektaş and Çöltekin 2011] .
One of the challenges we face when interacting with legends is the loss of visual context when looking back and forth between legend and map. Helping the user maintain visual context through gaze-based interaction has been suggested previously by Kern et al. [2010] . When the user had looked away from a display, their system helped in re-establishing visual context by highlighting the display region that had been focused on before. A similar approach was chosen by Giannopoulos et al. [2012] who tracked fixations on a mobile phone map app and aggregated it to visual markers for facilitating orientation when the user zoomed or panned the map.
For maintaining visual context and decreasing search space within a legend, in this work, we utilize gaze data in both an implicit (adapting the legend's content) and an explicit (interacting with the legend) way at the same time.
GAZE-BASED LEGEND ADAPTATION
In this work we strive to answer the central question of how gaze can be utilized to adapt legends on cartographic maps for better interaction. One of the most important aspects when working with maps is to maintain visual context. Therefore, interaction needs to be in line with the user's task and to minimize impact on workflow.
Research Questions
We address two main research questions regarding gaze-based adaptation of map legends:
• RQ 1: Does gaze-based content adaptation improve the usability of a map legend? • RQ 2: Does gaze-based placement adaptation improve the usability of a map legend? For analyzing and assessing the usability of different approaches, we chose the following measurements: task completion time, percentage of task completion time spent on the legend, user experience, and self-reported task load.
Design Considerations
Two of the main challenges that come with using gaze as an input modality are the Midas Touch problem and the double role of gaze. The Midas Touch problem involves involuntarily triggering an action because our eye gaze is "always on" [Jacob 1990 ].Meanwhile, the double role problem of gaze stems from the user not being familiar with the use of gaze for both orienting and controlling of a system . In our approach, we address these issues by keeping explicit interaction to a minimum and we use dwell time to confirm input only when necessary. We use gaze mostly in a subtle way to inform the system about the user's focus of visual attention to implicitly adapt the content.
In line with our research questions, we focus on two types of adaptations for improving the search for a specific symbols on a legend: adaptation of content, as well as of placement.
3.2.1 Legend content. We try to minimize the search space on the legend by highlighting those legend elements which are relevant to the user at the moment she is looking at the legend. Our assumption is that most likely these map symbols have been fixated before gaze switches to the legend (refer to RQ 1). Because during a fixation gaze drifts can occur, following the work of Berthoz and Vidal [1994] and our pilot study, we considered map symbols that lie in an area of 2.5 • around the centroid of the most recent fixation to be most relevant to the user. We adapted the legend to contain these symbols (see below).
Legend placement.
For determining convenient legend placement we answered two questions (refer to RQ 2). First, we were interested in the ideal distance between fixation and the place where the legend should appear to reduce effort for reaching the legend. It should be neither too far away from the current point of regard, nor too close to interfere with the user's visual search. It was therefore necessary to obtain an estimate of the distribution of saccade lengths in visual search tasks on maps. An analysis of a dataset produced by a study on gaze-based activity recognition on maps [Kiefer et al. 2013] revealed that 87% of saccades were shorter than 7.5 • (see Figure 5 ). We thus assume that placing a legend within this distance will minimize interference with the search task.
Second, we were interested in the ideal position relative to the fixation, i.e., one of the six positions left and right of the fixation (top left, left, bottom left, top right etc.). One approach would be to consider the map content and to place the legend accordingly to minimize occlusion. However, as this makes it hard to predict the placement of a legend and therefore violates consistency usability rules, we chose a fixed offset for positioning of the legend.
To determine the preferred position of a dynamic legend we conducted a pilot study with 6 participants (2 female). Their task was to look at a basic map showing 4 symbols at the screen center, with each of these symbols representing an animal (see Figure 6 ). They were asked to name the animal at one of the four positions (e.g., "what is the meaning of the symbol at top right?"). As symbols and animals were randomized, a legend was used to explain the symbology. The legend had two visibility states: when not focused on, it was represented by a cyan circle (1 • diameter). When the participant looked at this proxy, the legend revealed its content. The color blue was chosen for the the proxy because its visibility extends farthest in the visual periphery [Ancman 1991 ].
The legend was tested at six positions, 7.5 • away from the symbols. With a questionnaire, our study revealed that "bottom right" was not only the preferred position, but participants could also complete the tasks with this condition the fastest (scores out of 36: top left 12, mid left 10, bottom left 6, top right 20, mid right 18, bottom right 24). However, a participant with an Arabic background preferred the directly opposite position (top left), so it might be beneficial for a future system to let the user decide.
EXPERIMENT
We conducted a 3 × 3 within-subjects experiment, with three legend types (FS, FA, DA; see below) and three map extents as stimuli. Each participant performed three trials, working in each with one of the three different map extents. Legend type, ordering and map extent were counterbalanced based on a Latin square.
Map Legend Implementation
Based on our design concept, we implemented a map system that offered three different legend behaviors: Fixed Static, Fixed Adaptive and Dynamic Adaptive, where fixed or dynamic stands for the placement and static or adaptive for the legend content. Dynamic placement with Static content was not implemented; see Table 1 .
Fixed Static (FS) legend. This legend was designed following the traditional paper-based map. The legend was placed at the top left corner of the screen and showed all symbols that occurred on the map and their explanations, i.e., legend content is static and its position is fixed (see Figure 1 A ). Fixed Adaptive (FA) legend. Similar to FS, this legend was positioned at the top left corner of the screen. However, the legend content adapted to gaze: the symbol types which had been fixated previously on the map were drawn with full opacity in the legend and all others at 30% (refer to Figure 7) . We considered all symbol types within a circle with a radius of 2.5 • around the last fixation for highlighting on the legend to account for 0.5 • inaccuracy of the eye tracker, fixation drifts and peripheral vision. On average, five symbols were highlighted during the study.
Dynamic Adaptive (DA) legend. This legend behaved as follows (refer to Figure 8 ): when not fixated, a cyan legend proxy was shown (cyan circle of 1 • visual angle), placed 5 • at the bottom right of the current fixation to reduce visual clutter. This offset was chosen as a trade-off between minimizing blocking of the line of sight and maximizing proximity to the current point of regard. As soon as the distance between the current fixation and the proxy was < 2.5 • or > 7.5 • , the proxy was relocated to a position at bottom right of the current fixation at 5 • distance. At the edges of the screen the proxy stopped to assure that it is always visible. The legend unfolded when the proxy was fixated. A dwell-time of 200 ms was used to make the interaction as fast as possible [Salvucci and Goldberg 2000] . Only symbols that had been focused during the fixation before switching gaze to the legend were shown. As with FA, the legend contained five symbols on average. When gaze left, the legend was again replaced by the proxy. As DA decreases both search space and distance to the current fixation, it seems likely that this is the fastest among the methods. However, there are some effects that could defeat the potential benefit: revealing the legend requires one more fixation which introduces a penalty of at least 200ms, the constant adaptation of the position counteracts learnability and the small size of the legend proxy might be hard to be focused at.
Stimuli and Task
As many parameters influence the design of a legend (text font and size, luminance, . . .), which we do not particularly focus on in this study, we used map material from the Swiss World Atlas that was designed by professional and experienced cartographers to teach geography in schools. 1 We also chose to keep the legend design from the original map. In total there were 26 symbols in the legend. Three different stimuli were cut out of an economic map of Switzerland (Figure 9 depicts one of them).
The users' task was to name the industries that exist in city A but not in city B and vice versa. Hence, participants had to compare the sets of symbols for A and B, as well as to determine the meaning of the differing symbols by using the legend. On the one hand, this is a common task in geography and on the other, this induces many focus switches. By showing a preview of the relative position of the two cities on a map without symbols, we ensured that participants did not have to search for A and B.
For the tasks, we chose three different map extents where we varied the distance between the cities, the density of the target symbols and the difficulty of the comparison task. The queried cities contained three to six symbols each and two to six differed between them. Furthermore, we accounted for familiarity through counterbalancing the relevant symbols and tested each stimulus with each legend type resulting in 27 possible combinations. While it will never be feasible to evaluate for all potential maps, we aimed to abstract as much as possible without reducing realism.
Participants and Setup
We recruited 18 participants (7 female) with a mean age of 31.9 (SD = 4.4). Most had a professional background in Geomatics, Geographic Information Science, or Cartography (16 participants). None suffered from color-blindness but 13 used lenses for correction. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board.
Participants were seated in front of a display (23 ′′ , 1920 × 1080 px) with a remote eye tracker (Tobii TX 300, see Figure 10 ). We used a chin rest to keep the distance constant (60 cm). Before each test we ran a 9-point calibration.
Procedure
The experiment began with a demographic questionnaire. Then, participants proceeded with a test run to familiarize themselves 1 https://schweizerweltatlas.ch/en/ Figure 9 : One of the three map extents used in the study. with the given legend type after which the task trial commenced. Following the task trial, participants were asked to fill out a usability questionnaire. These steps where repeated three times to test all different legend types. This assures that each possible map × legend combination was tested six times (twice at each position). The experiment ended with a post-study questionnaire in which the participants provided their order of preference (1 best, 3 worst) for the three legend types as well as with a small explanation justifying their rating.
Measures
We measured task completion time (TCT), which we define as the time period between stimulus presentation and when the participant had provided her solution. In addition, we collected gaze data at 300 Hz to compute fixations by using an online implementation of the I-DT algorithm described by Salvucci and Goldberg [2000] with 80 px dispersion and 200 ms window size. Furthermore, after each condition the participants answered the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [Laugwitz et al. 2008] , the NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) [Hart and Staveland 1988] , as well as the System Usability Scale (SUS) [Brooke 1996 ]. In the post-study questionnaire, we evaluated the personal preference of each legend type by letting the participants rank order the tested conditions. Furthermore, we classified the adjectives used to justify their rating as positive, neutral or negative.
RESULTS
We compared the three conditions in terms of efficiency and usability aspects by means of the collected data from the user study. Figure 11 A shows the box charts of the task completion times of the three tested conditions. A trial ended as soon as the participant had correctly named all differences between the industries of the 
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Gaze on Legend
Participants spent a mean time of 7.069s (SD = 4.533 s) fixating on the legend with FS, 5.681 s (SD = 3.549 s) with FA, and 8.413 s (SD = 6.064 s) with DA. We counted how long fixations lasted on the legend (see Figure 11 B ) and normalized the data by calculating the percentage of the TCT that was spent on the legend. Again, we used a Friedman test to compare these values. But this time we found a significant difference in percentage of task time spent on the legend depending on the condition (χ 2 = 8.444, p < .02). Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with Bonferroni correction, resulting in a significance level set at p < .017. The mean percentages with FS, FA and DA were 21.51% (SD = 6.834%), 15.28% (SD = 5.464%) and 15.67% (SD = 6.391%), respectively. This suggests that with both of the gaze-based legend types users spent more than 5% less time on the legend. 
Usability Tests
We used three different questionnaires to evaluate our approach as they addressed three aspects of an interactive system: the UEQ assesses the user experience, the NASA TLX reflects the self-reported physical and psychical workload, and the SUS rates usability.
5.3.1 UEQ. This questionnaire assesses the following usability aspects of a system: Attractiveness, Perspicuity, Efficiency, Dependability, Stimulation and Novelty (see Figure 12) . Results reveal that in terms of Attractiveness FA was rated significantly better than the other two (FA and FS: Z = −2.835, p = .005, FA and DA: Z = −2.014, p = .044) while there was no significant difference between DA and FS (Z = −0.768, p = .443). While with Perspicuity there was only a significant effect between DA and FS (Z = −2.693, p = .007) the three conditions did not differ significantly in terms of Efficiency (χ 2 = 5.768, p = .056). DA was rated significantly less Dependable than the other two (DA and FS: Z = −3.388, p = .001; DA and FA: Z = −2.692, p = .007), while there was no difference between FA and FS (Z = −1.781, p = .075). Both of our methods where perceived significantly more Stimulating (DA and FS: Z = −2.445, p = .014 and FA and FS: Z = −3.350, p = .001) and Novel than the traditional legend (p < .0002).
NASA TLX.
This test rates a system along the dimensions of mental, physical and temporal demand as well as self-reported performance, effort and frustration. We could not find a significant difference in the ratings between FS and FA (Z = −1.154, p = .248), but we did find significant differences between DA and FS (Z = −2.658, p = .008) and between DA and FA (Z = −2.037, p = .042). The median (IQR) TLX ratings for FS and our FA and DA were 25.00 (21.00 to 39.75), 39.00 (15 to 49.50) and 48.50 (28.50 to 58.25) , respectively. From Figure 13 we can see that these results stem from significantly higher ratings for DA in terms of Effort (Z = −2.533, p = .011) and Frustration (Z = −2.394, p = .017).
SUS.
For all three conditions the SUS was above an average score of 68 [Brooke 1996 ] with no significant difference between FS (84.71) and FA (78.53), Z = −0.93, p = .553 (see Figure  14) . However, DA was rated with 68.09 significantly lower than FS (Z = −3.295, p = .001) and FA (Z = −2.159, p = .031).
Post-Study Feedback
In the post-study questionnaire the majority of the participants rated FA as their first preference (61.1%), followed by DA (22.2%) and finally the FS (16.7%) legend. Figure 15 shows the ranking score for each legend type which is the inverse sum of the ratings. This is also in line with the attributes used to describe their ratings, with 84% positive ratings attributed to FA, followed by FS (58%) and DA (43%). Negative ratings attributed to DA are mostly related to participants' expectations, namely unpredictable, confusing and distracting that were mentioned most.
DISCUSSION
Although both gaze-based methods are novel and most of our participants were new to gaze-based interfaces, we could not find statistically significant differences for most of the measures meaning participants could perform equally well compared to the traditional method (FS). Furthermore, with both methods that adapt the legend content (FA & DA) participants spent less of their task time on the legend. Moreover, the positive effect of decreasing the search space from 26 to an average of five symbols on the legend is also reflected by the results from the subjective feedback given in the post-study questionnaire. The FA legend was clearly preferred by participants compared to either of FS or DA. Although we expected that dynamic placement could further reduce the interaction effort, we could not find evidence to support this expectation. One reason might be that for some people it was hard to unfold the legend with DA due to tracking inaccuracies and insufficient time for familiarization with this condition. Instead they appeared to be chasing the cyan legend proxy. This resulted in a higher TCT as well as more time spent on the map. This observed behavior may also explain the low ratings of dependability and efficiency in the UEQ and also the higher scores for effort and frustration in the NASA TLX. In general, participants might not be used to moving legends and they may not fully understand the underlying model of interaction. The time to familiarize with the system may have been too short to compare the novel interaction methods with the traditional legend. Furthermore, from subjective feedback, we formed an impression that participants were unaware of their gaze position and thus, they did not feel the legend was actually positioned relative to their point of gaze. The effect of the double role of gaze seems to apply here. It is up to future work to investigate how a multimodal approach, that combines our gaze based system with an explicit trigger to unfold the legend in DA, could overcome this problem.
Notes Related to Research Questions
Regarding adaptation of the legend content (RQ 1), our strategy for populating the legend (i.e., resulting in 5 items on average) may not have provided enough content for users to perform their tasks when looking at the legend. This is due to our design which only considered symbols that were within the area of the last fixation. This could possibly be improved by considering a longer fixation history for adapting the legend's content. However, this leads to a trade-off between displaying too many symbols and too few that needs to be explored further.
Our gaze-based legend approach has the opportunity of providing more background information to the user than traditional legends, as more space is available when only explanations to fixated symbols need to be provided. However, gaze-based legend placement may present the perception of unpredictability (RQ 2). A potential solution to this perception may be to place the legend partially in relation to the point of gaze, and also in relation to underlying map features. For example, the legend could be placed in close proximity to the nearest city (or landmark) and in a way that minimizes overlap with map content. Grasset et al. [2012] developed an image-based approach that identifies potentially important regions based on a visual saliency algorithm and edge analysis to avoid for label placement. A combination of their approach with gaze data may help to provide an individually tailored placement of the legend with respect to map content.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
This work contributes by providing insights into how gaze-based legend adaptations could support interaction with a digital map. We identified two main aspects of a legend that can benefit from the knowledge of the user's current visual focus. First, content adaptation via selection of relevant map symbols reduces the search space within the legend. Second, placement adaptation via proximal positioning of the legend to the user's visual focus can allow for easier re-establishment of visual context.
We carefully designed and implemented two gaze-based legend prototypes and with a user study tested their performance compared to a traditional (non-adaptive) legend. For adapting the legend content, we considered all symbols within an area of 5 • of visual angle relative to the last fixation. Most participants liked this approach. A second prototype also adapted the legend position relative to the current fixation to reduce the distance to a maximum of 7.5 • . Occluding the line of sight was impossible, as our system assures that a minimum distance of 2.5 • to the current fixation was always maintained.
Through a user study, we learned that participants liked the approach of adapting the legend better than the non-adaptive method. Although task completion times with our approach tended to be higher (but not significantly though), participants spent a significantly smaller percentage of their time on the legend, thereby being able to devote more time to interpreting the actual map. These results motivate further investigation of how to improve gaze-based adaptation of the legend, especially its placement. While the scope of this paper was to improve the interaction with maps and legends, results are promising and suggest possible transfer to other application scenarios. The idea of gaze-aware UI elements can be further developed to contribute to a better user experience. Especially in situations where information is distributed across large distances, gaze-based adaptations such as moving tools and palettes in drawing applications can potentially increase efficiency and usability.
